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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 

JEWISH BOOK MONTH IS OVER. As usual, it was a busy time for most of us, with Book Fairs, 
special programs and reading contests the order of the day. However, this year I was 
privileged to celebrate Jewish Book Month by taking part in a breakthrough panel presenta
tion on Jewish children's literature sponsored by th~ Jewish Book Council and held in New 
York on November 16th. The following is a brief report on that event: 

Over two years ago, Ruth Frank, Director of the Jewish Book Council (JBC) conceived the 
notion of getting together people vitally interested in Jewish children's books and pre
senting an informed view of the needs and potential market represented by Jewish institu
tions and individual buyers to representatives of the major publishing houses. The dimen
sions of this encounter remained undetermined for some time until it was finally decided 
that a morning-long conference with a speaker, panel and questions would be the best begin
ning course, serving to whet industry interest and open the door for further, extended 
meetings in future. 

The program, held in the UAHC building in Manhattan opened with remarks by Ruth Frank and 
by Blu Greenberg, Acting President of JBC. There followed an excellent address by Milton 
Meltzer, award-winning author, on "Ethnic Roots: Why I Write Books for Jewish Children" 
which gave one of the most cogent explanations for the abrupt 'Hivorce" from Jewish themes 
common to many writers of his first-generation group I had ever heard. It was encouraged 
by many contributing factors including the educators' mandate to Americanize the immigrant 
child as quickly as possible and the parental acquiescence resulting from unhappy memories 
of the burdens of being recognizably Jewish in a non-Jewish world. 

As president of AJLSC and a judge on the JBC National Book Award committee for juvenile 
literature, I was invited to open the panel presentation which followed by setting forth 
a librarian's view of current trends, quality and quantity available, special needs remain
ing unr =t, and the reactions of our "consumers" or young readers. After a few comments on 
"ethnic" books as opposed to "Jewish" books and the difficulty of labeling each (I contrast
ed them by saying that "ethnic" seems to deal with "lifestyle" while "Jewish" touches on 
basic values and a "way of life"), my prime focus was on the serious lack of good material 
(or any material) in several areas. These included: good, modern biographies at all 
reading levels; primary and easy readers on all topics; works on Israel, both fiction and 
non-fiction; books dealing with the arts; a good illustrated family Bible suitable for 
reading aloud and sharing; illustrated books based on our wealth of Midrashic sources; 
and good, realistic fiction geared to the shorter attention span and need for action of 
today's child but without a lowered expectation of literary quality or substantive content. 

Other panelists included Deborah Brodie, Moderator and Children's Editor at Viking-Penguin, 
Inc.; David Adler, children's author and Children's Editor at Jewish Publication Society 
of America; John Briggs, Jr., President of Holiday House (publishers of Malka Drucker's 
and David Adler's new holiday series); and Stephen Blitz, Marketing Director of Mesorah 
Publications. Adler spoke of his perceptions about Jewish children's literature, Briggs 
told the audience of his success in publishing books of special interest to a Jewish buy
ing public and Blitz dealt with his marketing strategy which has helped make Mesorah the 
"wonderkind" of the publishing world during the past couple of years. 

The morning was scheduled to close at 12:30 p.m., but many of those attending lingered for 
another hour or more to discuss the ideas generated by this event. Most of the over 60 
people there were editors and marketing personnel from large and small publishers, but 
authors, distributors and librarians also participated actively in the discussions. The 
end result seemed to be a new enthusiasm on the part of many publishers about serving the 
needs of Jewish schools, libraries and readers. 

I will remain in touch with several of the people I met during this trip. Should any of 
you have particular needs you wish advanced, or comments on current trends, please feel free 
to write me so I can pass your ideas along. 

Shalom, _, _ , 
,.~ ( f ,/ J /,f:'"lii· I 
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SNEAK PREVIEW! 

AJL CONVENTION PLANS -- JUNE 19-22/23, 1983 

Our AJL "Chal" convention on the R.M.S. QUEEN MARY fs taking shape -- and 

what excitement! Out-of-towners and local members alJke are being drawn by the 

mystique of the QUEEN MARY site. 

Here's a sneak preview Into the rogram and displays: 

EVENING PROGRAMS (TENTAT~it: 

S Author's panel follow 

[ erJences H search. 
<Pu~ and 

..f:!"v 
Atf7.~ y 

lilS 

Tue day BANQUET: 

SESSIONS (TENTATIVE) : 

Jewf h Periodical literature. 
' Stat of Judalca Publishing at University levels. ~ 

Jewls Day-s;h~r-c;por~-~~~t (demes ann P"neh ~nregrnect- -t-i-bra:ryl~~Jn~ 
library skills t~chnlques (wrltt~ AV, anJ CAl); and problem solving). --Synagogue Library C~T.ponent (working with ~dults; developing library curriculum 

for afternoon/weekend school; Interaction between synagogue principals cmd 

librarians). 

Sma11 Ltbrary/New Librarians co;nponent (administrative techniques» selection and 

weeding; stHfflng and training volunteers). 

IIJcrocomputer component:{for novices to ~dv~nced users: Adapting uttllty packages; 

c~se studies of successful micro use In cataloging, overdues, bibllographles, 

Indexes, etc.) 

Jewish Community ' Federation Libraries Share-ln. 

Halakhfc Literature 

Rare Book Appraisal 

Cataloging: Fullsesslons on library of Congrt-ss; \lclne; Elazar; De\tey et al. 

What Do I do with Archives?~- for the Non-Archivist. 
Sephurdlc Culture and llterBture -- p.!!nc!l dtscuuJon. 

Continued on page 4. 
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S toryte,l 11 ng and Puppetry for Younger Students. 

Using Folklore to Tench a Subject to Older Students. 

---and other subJects we·re stiJ1 exploring as potential e~clting sessions for you. 

EXHIBIT HALl: 

Exhibitors of a!1 kinds of Judalca materials. 
11 Jews In A'Tiertcan Ftlm" poster dlsplay tentatively phmned by Academy of Motion 

Pfcture Arts S Sciences. 
11 Juda lea Reference Works & Resources 0 hp 1 ay•; fea tud ng high lights for sel ecttve 

use, and answering question:» like "Vhcre do I find ••• ?" 

''Ne\'1 Materials Dlsphy'' 

''New Children's & Young Adult Books" -- both Judaic and secular featuring ethical 

component, use, treatment of Jews, etc. 

"I J)on't Want to Brag BUT ••• 11 Bulletin Board Display~ of reading and library 

programs, library lessons with Judelca resources, bfbliograhic instruction 

tcchnfques. Jewish Book Month celcbratrons (on all llbrsry levels) 

''Idea Copy ean~' - dtsplay of non-copyrighted materials/ to order copies at cost. 

POST-CONVENTION ACTIVITIES: 

(by ~dvance rescrvatlons only -- prepaid meals and tr~nsportatlon costs) 

Please consider post-convention activities as part of your convention plans. 

The variety of libraries In the Southern e~1ifornta ~r~a (including San D1¢g~) ar~ 

well worth your staying an extra day -- through 5PH on Thursday, June 23. Options 

vd 11 bt:: announced ln the next new.s!e:rto·; 

COJJ 't E A/17 ott' 
NEXT NWSLETTER Will CARRY CO~\PLETE PROGRAM ANC FORI1S FO!\'\REG I STRATI Ot-! AND itOTEl 

RESERVATIONS. 

ANY QUESTIONS? WRITE OR CALL. ••• BARBARA lEFF and ADAIRE KLEIN 
Co-Chair, AJL 1983 Conva~tJon 
Stephen S. Wl1e Temp1e Library 
15500 Stephen S. Wtse Drive 
Los Angeles~ CA 90077 
213/ 476-8561; 788-4778; 272-7831. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
AJLSC LIBRARY LIGHT is distributed free to AJLSC members. 
EDITORS: Renee Hurewitz,  

Dorothy Steiner,  

DEADLINE FOR JAN./FEB. LIBRARY LIGHT IS JANUARY 31, 1983 

COPY SUBMITTED SHOULD BE TYPED 

Permission to reprint granted when credit is given to "Assn. of Jewish Libraries 
of So. Calif. LIBRARY LIGHT. 11 
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AJLSC EROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS -- NOV. 1~ 1982 

"Fiction is easy for me," said Martin Litvin, "but that's not history." 
History is the hope of the future, derived in large part from the study of 
the past, from the lessons found in the lives of those who have gone beforeo 
Fiction is found in the air, you can make it up from whole cloth, but to 
find out the details of history, scholars like Martin Litvin search out 
books or original documents such as: letters, diaries, journals, newspaper 
articles, bills, receipts or even tickets--some small bit of the true pasto 

What does it take to find such records? It takes a persistent person
alityo One needs to keep asking questions, tracking down clues, going to 
visit historical societies or getting personal interviews. Sometimes it may 
involve pestering a librarian until he/she gets out every little bit of in
formation that may be pertinent. 

While speaking at Sinai Temple Library on November 15, Mro Litvin said 
that his interest in August Bondi was sparked during his general reading of 
Kansas history. He, himself, had grown up in Galesburg where Bondi's two 
sons had also settled. When he saw the name mentioned in materials on 
Kansas before it became a state, he wondered whether it was the same family. 

The Kansas State Historical Society is a very active place, since the 
history of the state is the subject of much study and considerable contro
versy. In his later years August Bondi, himself, wrote about his young 
years and in fact, he became a director of the Kansas Historical Society. 
It, therefore, puzzled Litvin that there had been so little serious study 
of his life. 

While reading a book called The L~gend of 1856 and the Life of John 
Brown, Mr. Litvin discovered that the author calls Bondi and his young 
partners 11 Jewish speculators"o He feels that this derogatory slant may have 
cast a pall over further research into Bondi's life" 

It was his love of freedom and democracy that caused Bondi and his 
partners to ride with the famous abolitionist, John Brown, and help to keep 
Kansas a free state. Bondi was the first outspoken Jewish advocate for this 
cause. It seems it was a more recent bit of anti-Jewish prejudice that has 
kept the rest of us from being able to read about this fascinating bit of 
American Jewish frontier history. Mr. Litvin found his suspicions confirmed 
by Morris Schappes in ]l~-~~~entary Hist~f~he American Jews which in
cludes some of Bondi's writings. Dro Schappes remarks that the other author 
is not without bias. 

For the fruits of Martin Litvin's labors and the complete details of 
August Bondi's life in Sto Louis and the Kansas territory, please see The 
Journey by Martin Litvin. 

A final bit of advice from historical researcher Litvin was not to destroy 
any materials, papers or diaries that we may ourselves possess about our family 
backgrounds. Turn therr1 over to an appropriate historical or archival associa
tion so that a future researcher looking for some small bit of the true past 
may be able to find just what he needso 
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!:;!_L CONVENTION (Columbus, June 1982) - CONCLUSION OR REPORT Rita Frischer 

Among the workshops offered at the Columbus convention were several of very practical 
content. Although my notes on these are not nearly as extensive as were my data on 
OCLC and material conservation (both of which distributed printed materials which served 
to supplement my own), I will try to give you at least an idea of the information shared. 

Anita Wenner, Director of the Central Agency for Jewish Education in Denver, presented 
an evening seminar on Audiovidual resources and how to use them, She had available sev
eral types of equipment including audio and visual hardware, a The~rmofax for making 
transparencies, etc., which were available for hands-on demonstration. She also had 
a table full of games, projects, software, and resource books for helping teachers and 
librarians avail themselves of this approach to learning. Wenner also told some of us 
about the "trunk" the Central Agency in Denver has prepared and was lending out to schools 
in their area. This project currently includes large steamer trunks on two topics--Shtetl 
and Life Cycle--both of which contain puppets, games, costumes, symbols, and dozens of 
other creative teaching aids prepared by the CAJE staff and teen-aged assistants. (Recent
ly, ~venner demonstrated these trunks at a special showing arranged here in Los Angeles 
by the University of Judaism Educational Resource Center, generating much teacher interest.) 

An extensive session on Judaica Classification Schemes was given by Bella H. Weinberg. 
She summarized the strengths and weaknesses of each available scheme in some detail; 
my notes, however, fell far behind. I have only such comments as: Leikind and Weine 
are broadly used in synagogue libraries; Elazar is easy to classify from because of 
Index and specific references to such topics as "Bund" (found under 648.3 Labor); 
Scholem is currently only in Hebrew with the second edition forthcoming in English •.• 
the philosophy of this system links Nationalism and Zionism, Hassidism and Sabbatianism; 
Freidus is a system used at the New York Public Library Jewish Division based on letters ••• 
in this system a broad topic is indicated by one letter, narrower topics by two. 

My notes on Dewey include these: Dewey's strength lies in the availability of numbers, 
card services, catalog and publication information. The 296 (other religions) category 
is easy for a typical small library. History is cumbersome (909.04924 = General Jewish 
History) ; Holocaust is not prominent. However Scholem could be used with Dewey to correct 
some of these problems. Weinberg's opinion is that merging elements of different systems 
is preferable to expanding the system. Of course, if this decision is made to merge, a 
staff manual and documentation file is essential. 

As to Library of Congress, Weinberg says for books of general Jewish interest, LC is 
simple and brief; enumerates many complex topics; is specific; integrates Jewish and non
Jewish topics; includes classification numbers on cards; is widely used and always up to 
date; and makes networking possible. Disadvantages of the system are that it has a Chris
tian orientation, is somewhat unwieldy, has no good general index and is expensive and 
impractical for all but the largest libraries. 

Should you begin with one system and decide to switch to another, Weinberg advises that 
you reclassify by "osmosis" indicating new scheme with a symbol or color code. You can 
alsc~ place durrunies in the stacks to cross reference to new location. 

Evelyn Topcik of Louisville gave the last workshop I attended, this one on promotion and 
presentation of literature. Her practical hints included: asking large bookstores for 
bases for mobiles and other promotional materials; 'hinging hollow doors into a tri-part 
screen for portable display space; using 3-D objects in displays (for example, hang 
kitchen utensils or towels as background for cookboo~ display); using foam insulation 
boards for back of display cases; using plastic milk cartons to support a board and 
tablecloth as portable display surface; using transparencies made from book to aid 
in storytelling; displaying a picture of a TV screen with video tapes listed on it, .. 

11We Have Them on Tape." I hope these notes have been useful ... and don't forget ...... . 
PLAN FOR NEXT YEAR ....... AJL CONVENTION, JUNE 19-23 ...... QUEEN MARY, LONG BEACH, CA. 
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REVIEWS OF ADULT BOOKS 
by 

Muriel Moster, Volunteer 
Sinai Temple Library 

Boyarsky, Abraham. ~hrei~~· New York, Beaufort Books, Inc., 1981. 270 p. 
$13,95. 

This excellent novel vividly portrays Menachem Shreiber, a man who has 
survived the Holocaust and returns to Bialystok to avenge his brother's be
trayal. Angry, bitter, and grief-stricken, Menachem cannot give himself 
permission to forget the tragedy of the war with its overwhelming losses and 
horrorsc The Jew hating Poles who collaborated with the Nazis do not help 
when they show how disappointed they are that he and a pitiful remnant of 
survivors still live. 

In contrast are those Jews who yearn for a future in Palestine; the 
only place where it seems possible to have a better tomorrow. These people 
choose life, feeling that they were meant to survive for a reason. Menachem's 
despair, like a stone on his heart, prevents him from feeling human enough to 
embrace life anew. First he must overcome his commitment to the past so that 
he will not feel guilt-ridden, that he may be betraying his dear ones who 
perished, Menachem's personal confrontation with living after the Holocaust 
forms the thought-provoking theme of this book. Can life still have meaning 
and purpose, and can one still have faith in God when he has been a witness 
to Hell encompassing mankind? 

Very well written with strong characterizations and plot, this book is 
unique and well worth a reader's timeo 

Dintenfass, Mark. 
Inc., 1982, 

Old World, New W~rld. 
404 p. $14,50. 

New York, William Morrow and Co., 

The reader will feel like a member of a rather ordinary family by the time 
he finishes this somewhat long novel about the immigrant Lieber parents, their 
four European-born children, and the five born after they arrived in America. 
At times, the details of their lives and their individual natures get to be con
fusing. The fact is they were really rather a mediocre group, no more likeable, 
contributing, or interesting than one 1 s mvn family might be. The myriad stories 
of the sisters, brothers, their children and grandchildren show people who are 
impoverished in many ways; all products of a family often lacking joy and beauty. 
Yet, they are all attached to one another in ways that make one admire their 
loyalty. 

The passages that highlight Dintenfass' writing and which make the book 
worth reading deal with the Holocaust and with the comparison of traditional ways 
to the assimilation prevalent among today 1 s generation. It makes us wonder, 
whose life was better, old Jacob Lieber's with his strict Jewish morality or 
that of his great-grandchildren who have Black lovers or are swept into cults. 

Please turn to page 8 
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REVIEHS con. 

Gross, Leonard. The Last Jews in Berlin. New York, Simon and Schuster, 1982. 
349 p. $15.50. 

From the beginning of the ~ird Reich and for the following t 1delve years 
until World War II ended, daily life for a Jew was so harrowing as to make 
mere subsistence a miracle. As a result of their diabolical efforts and con
certed round-ups, the Nazis, in May, 1943, officially declared Berlin "free 
of Jews". Despite this proclamation, there were Jews who survived the war in 
Berlin. How was this possible? 

Having documented their personal accounts with extensive research and 
study, Gross tells the hair-raising story of six survivors. Physical necess
ities for survival included identity cards, work papers, food, medicine, 
clothing, shelter. Equally vital were mental and emotional stability. A 
clear mind and quick wit could save one's life if caught by the SS or Gestapo. 
Every word and every move had to be clearly calculated; even another Jew could 
not be trusted, for he could be a dreaded informer. These circumstances were 
compounded by the loss of family and friends, wartime conditions, incessant 
bombings, and the need to move constantly in order to allay suspicion. 

To cope with these insurmountable obstacles, the "illegals" were aided 
by a clandestine network of incredibly courageous people who risked their own 
lives in offering succor and sustenance. Some were Germans, but there was 
also the deep involvement of the Church of Sweden. 

More exciting than any work of fiction, this book records the feelings, 
the fears, the depressions of a few people who proved to themselves that they 
could outlast bestiality. A few managed even to keep kosher and to remember 
our holidays. "Why?" Gross askso He concludes that it was more than deter
mination to survive the mad regime, more than individual drive against impos
sible odds, even more than a tribute to personal ingenuityo These survivors 
instinctively felt they "belonged" both as Jews and as Germans. 

Gross illustrates once more the malevolent results of blind obedience 
to order and authority; his material makes us alert to political greed and 
manipulation of the masses. While he does not write to be sensationalistic, 
he demonstrates how each survivor needed a strong heart. It will help if the 
reader has one as well. 

Rayner, Claire. The Enduring Years. New York, Delacorte Press, 1981. 579 p. 
Glossary of Jewish words, $15,95, 

Rayner's love for the Jewish people and their tragedies and triumphs is 
obvious. Her lengthy novel begins in Biblical days, dramatizing the trauma 
caused by the destruction of the Temple and the dispersion of Jerusalem 1 s Jews 
to the four corners of the earth. Rayner traces the history of three branches 
of one family: those who became Sephardim, those who were Jews of the Pale, 
and finally, focuses on those who settled in England, bringing the story to 
contemporary times. 

The title reveals the optimistic feeling that as Jews we have always 
endured, no matter what the world has done to us. This theme runs throughout 
the book as Rayner portrays generations of our people, their suffering, their 

Please turn to page 9 
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The Enduring I~ con, 

responses to hardship, and finally their determination to survive. They knew 
wherever they went that the host country "didn't really like us • , • we're 
still a bit different. So it -vms always necessary to try harder; then they '11 
see that T.ve 're really not so different from everybody else, that we \vork hard 
and Hant to take care .of our families and show our love for the nation He live 
in." 

We readily recognize family members v1ho are \varm and humane, as well as 
those who, having risen above their immigrant origins. reject with scorn and 
derision their impoverished brethren. Hannah Lazar's life exemplifies the 
tangled destiny of her people. As the book's protagonist, her experiences 
vary from struggle to success. Her earthy Uncle Alex advises, "Lie in your 
bed at night and cry a bissel; and then get up in the morning and get on with 
living because the times keep corning, the bad times . • . they alHays have 
and they always will!" 

As we turn page after exciting page, He realize that this is Hhat our 
history has always been. 

Viertel, Joseph. Lifelines. New York, Simon and Schuster, 1982. 526 p. 
$15.95. 

This novel, a story of our times as JeHs, deserves full-page ads publi
cizing it. An excellent book about three branches of a Jewish family: one in 
this country, one in Israel, and one in the Soviet Union; it is a classic in 
this genre. 

The plot evolves around an assimilated Minsk doctor, caught in the web of 
KGB cruelty and Soviet anti-Semitism, Hho pleads with his unkno\VU, influential 
American cousin to rescue him, his wife and their pregnant daughter, a brilliant 
medical researcher. 

For the first time the American JeH takes an interest in a box of old 
letters, written in Yiddish almost a century before. In having them translated, 
he is able to trace his bloodline to the Russian relatives and to understand 
life among family members there, both before and after individual ones left for 
the United States and Palestineo The material in the letters is priceless, a 
treasure revealing the thoughts, feelings, and experiences of our people" The 
effect that they have on the American compels him to become involved in aiding 
his Russian relative. 

lbis is a very exciting book! True-to-life contemporary events, intertwined 
with intrigue, headline happenings and Jewish activism, cause the reader to . 
realize that all JeHs every...vhere, regardless of national birth, do have blood
lines, making us, indeed, ONE PEOPLE. 

Viertel has written an outstanding book. Despite minor flaHs, he deserves 
high commendation for his insight, research and understanding of the JeHish 
people. 

Revie\<JS continued on page 10 
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Wiesenthal, Simon. Max and Helen. Translated by Catherine Hutter. New York, 
William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1982. 163 p. $9,95. 

The author's record as a relentless pursuer of Nazi war criminals is well 
known. As a chronicler he is equally compelling for the story he tells in 
this new book is both chilling and spellbinding. 

In a first-person account, Wiesenthal describes the events leading up to 
his becoming privy to information about a former Nazi concentration camp 
commandant. Despite what he learns of the German's bestiality to the prisoners 
and what he himself harbors in his own memories of war experiences as a slave 
laborer, Wiesenthal is faced with a moral dilemma. While he has never before 
hesitated to bring a Nazi criminal to justice, in this case he must agonizingly 
reappraise his usual, unquestioning course of action. 

In grappling with the role of the victim and the victimizer, Wiesenthal 
must decide whether to expose the evil-doer, the perpetrator of totalitarian 
mentality, when doing so would ruin yet another innocent life. This is the 
extraordinary true story of still another war casualty. It is strange and 
unusual, leaving the reader with many unanswered questions. Read it and see 
if you agree with Wiesenthal's response. 

Tax, Meredith. Rivington Street. New York, William Morrow and Company, Inc., 
1982. 431 p. $15.50. 

In this very well-researched novel, many of us will recognize our own 
roots. This story of a Jewish family, with the strengths and weaknesses 
prevalent among our people, is typical of many who escaped after the Kishinev 
pogrom in 1903. The plot moves from Russia to Rivington Street, New York. 
Once in this country, the Levy family felt that in many respects it had gone 
from 11the frying pan into the fire" because of the hardships they had to 
endure hereo 

The women in the family, however, have the drive and determination to do 
something about conditions. Tax treats an area not usually explored: the 
involvement of Jewish women early in this century with the feminist labor move
ment, struggling to alleviate horrendous factory working conditions, and the 
equally unfair inequities resulting from the inability to vote; and thereby 
to use the ballot box to voice political and social concerns. 

We become readily involved with each character as she pursues her goal 
with conviction. We share, not only the problems and triumphs, but the 
romances and heartaches and happiness they bring. 

This is worth-while, entertaining reading. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Junior Judaica: Encyclopaedia Judalca for Youth. Editor in chief Rabbi Dr. Raphael 
Posner. Encyclopaedia Judaica/Keter, 1982. ($65 +shipping; 

The Keter reps, one by phone from New York and the other in person at the August 
CAJE-Brandeis conference, assured me that the retitled work, JUNIOR JUDA!CA, was a 
new major revision of M Je><Jish World; The Encyclo aedia Judaica for Youth (Encyclo
paedia Judaica/Keter, 1975, 6-volumes --"like a nevJ vJOrk! 1

' 

Perhaps my expectations were too high -- otherwise i would not have experienced 
such disappointment on JJ's arrival. First, JJ is'' second updated edition 11 

but I could find no reference to My Jewish vJorld (i"lJW) as the first edition. "Intro
duction" pages of both are identic~lWTth~th~-"-;:;-ew title '1Junior Judaica" substituted 
wherever "My Jewish World" appeared in the earlier edltion. A quick random comparison 
of a couple of volumes showed almost everything identical--] !ne by line--page by page! 
Margins are wider in JJ accounting for its larger size. Full color pictures remain 
the same but the various single-color headings and charts in MJW are now exclusively 
black and white in JJ --making JJ a cleaner looking copy. The only 11 mC~jor revisions" 
I could see were the statisticso 

And, statistics are very important -- therefore, i guess JJ has the right to 
say "major revision." All 1972 MJ\r/ statistics have been br·ought up to 1980 in JJ: 
In most places, 1980 statistics replace 1972 ones; in some places an extra phrase or 
sentence has been added for 1980 updating--but not enough to change page content or 
format. Even under iSRAEL, cha~ges are minimal. The 1973 Yom Kippur War appear in 
both editions. Sadat 1 s death on October 6, 1981, was the only 1981 date I happened 
to see in JJ. BIOGRAPHIES AND AUTOBIOGRAPHIES shows a substantial increase in Nobel 
Prizes (from 46 to 66 in biological sciences, of whom 20 in 1980 as opposed to 11 in 
1967, were Jews.) 

Though l found myself resenting that JJ was not "1 ike a new work," I had to 
face some facts that undoubtedly Keter faced as it tried to meet its desire to maintain 
an up-to-date multi-volume children's Jewish encyclopedia: Costs--inflation, etc. 
Revising a 6-volume work only where absolutely necessary requires research and printing 
costs. Making statistical changes, even one in every 20 pages or so,is expensive; making 
changes affecting other pages is even more expensive and thus avoided, etc. Also, 
considering the fact that the market for their publication is VERY SMALL makes the 
whole process very costly. So, on retrospect, my resentment dissipated. 

recommend that Jewish l lbraries should try to buy the new edition of JJ, 
even if they have MJW on their shelves. I say this knowing full well how very diffi
cult it is to find funds or donor(s) for $65 (+shipping). Some of you have already 
told me that you do not plan to update MJW because of the expense. I understand your 
position, but I also see another side. Isn't it incumbent upon us, as librarians, to 
provide our children with current Jewish materials-- certainly every 8 years in a 
multi-volume encyclopedia =t"F1e"only one that exists? ls saying, "I'm sorry, that's 
not my priority this year" an adequate answer to children using your outdated encyclo
pedia? Further, if we, as librarians, do not support a publishing house that is 
wil I ing to up-date important materials that we need even for the simplest research, 
then how can we expect more revised editions in the future? 

Some libraries solve problems I ike this by trying extra hard to find a willing 
donor. Some sponsor used book sales. Othersappeal to every parent in the school 
to send in $1.00 per child to the 1 ibrary. A special reference work can support a 
special school project. It's only because I know most of you who read LIBRARY LIGHT, 
and have worked closely witih you and know your financial plight, that I have taken the 
time to write this lengthy review and recommendation. You are welcome to come to my 
library, compare the editions, and discuss this further with me at any time. 

--Barbara Leff, library Director, StephenS. Wise Temple; 
Instructor, Judaica Library Science, Hebrew Union Col lege. 
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JUDAICA SUBJECT HEADINGS 

All Library of Congress subject headings for Judaica are now gathered in 
a compact format. It has been called an indispensible research and cataloging 
tool. Nany headings include LC classification numbers. Care \vas taken to 
include "see references" on all forms of subjects not used. For the first 
time Hebrew character ttsee references" for subjects LC uses in translitera
tion are included, as well as for subjects that are well-known in Hebrew forma 
This new reference tool will be useful even if your library does not use 
Library of Congress cataloging. 

The large 8" by 11" format includes generous margins for your own notes. 
This is available for $4.50 from BYLS Press, 6247 Noo Francisco, Chicago, 
Illinois 60659. (312)-262-8959. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

JBM READING PROGRAM 

For Jewish Book Month, 1982, which has just past, Hava Ben-Zvi, librarian 
of the Jewish Community Library, provided a reading program based on a game 
called "You are the detective"o Materials were sent to all schools and 
libraries. 

Worksheets were provided to stir students' interest in a book in the 
library" Clues and questions are presented so that the student will search 
out the book and read it. 

Hava is interested to hear from those who used the program and what 
results you may have hado Please let her know about variations and developments. 
Write her c/o Jewish Community Library, 6505 Wilshire Blvdo, Los Angeles, Calif., 
90048 or phone 852-1234 ext. 3202. 

Your Library Light editors would be happy to print any good Jewish Book 
Month ideas" Please share them with us and "Thanks" to Hava for her efforts" 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

YAD VASHEM ARCHIVES 

The West Valley Regional Branch of the Los Angeles Public Library has on 
microfiche "Yad Vashem 1 s archives of the destruction;" a photographic record of 
the Holocaust, The library is located at 19036 Van Owen Street, Reseda, Calif" 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

WELCOME TO NEW AND RENEWING MEMBERS! 

Kallin, Gertrude (  
 

 

Congregation Beth Israel 
2512 Third Stu 
San Diego, Calif. 92103 

Please add to the directory. Also add to Libraries and Institutions_Rep£esented 
(Los Angeles Area) 

TEMPLE MENORAH LIBRARY & REL. SCH. LIB. 
1101 Camino Real, Redondo Beach 90277 

Lbrno: Mitzi Weinstein 




